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IMMEDIATELY 
MISSOULA, Mont.--
CARL SCHWENDIMAN OF MALMSTROM MBA PROGRAM 
IS COAUTHOR OF INVESTMENT RISK ARTICLE 
fischer/rb 
8-13-75 
local + cs + 
Carl J. Schwendiman, an associate professor in the University of Montana's Master of 
Business Administration (MBA) degree program at Malmstrom Air Force Base, Great Falls, is 
coauthor of an article entitled "An Analysis of Alternative Measures of Investment Risk," 
which appeared in the March issue of the Jour1 al of Finance. 
Collaborating with Schwendiman on the article was George E. Pinches, associate 
professor of finance at the University of Missouri, Columbia. The Journal of Finance, 
generally recognized as the leading academic journal of finance in the country, is the 
official publication of the American Finance Association. 
Schwendiman's article analyzes two alternative measures of risk currently available to 
investors. One is based on a theoretical Capital Asset Pricing Model and is a measure of 
the systematic risk associated with investing in common stocks. Many investment advisory 
agencies (such as Value Line) routinely provide this information on a large number of 
stocks. 
The other measure of risk is the bond rating given to a corporation's publicly held 
bonds. These bond ratings give a simple indication of the relative risk associated with 
investing in the company's bonds. 
Schwendiman's article involved an analysis and comparison of the systematic risk and 
bond rating of 183 firms issuing bonds between Jan. 1, 1967, and Dec. 30, 1970. It was 
concluded that there is a positive relationship between the two measures; this means that 
the more risk associated with a company's bonds, the higher the systematic risk associated 
with investing in a company's stock. 
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Although the study was academic in nature, Schwendiman suggests that the individual 
investor may be able to utilize some of his findings. Schwendiman says that the next time 
an investor considers buying a common stock, he ask his account executive (broker) for the 
rating of the company's outstanding bonds. If the investor is interested in investing in 
only medium to high quality stocks, he should confine his investments to securities of 
companies whose bonds are rated triple B or above. By investing in companies whose bonds 
are rated below triple B, the investor assumes additional financial risk, according to 
Schwendiman. 
The MBA degree program, conducted by the UM School of Business Administration, enables 
missile launch control officers at Malmstrom AFB, Great Falls, to study for the advanced 
degree through the Air Force Institute of Technology. Dr. Bernard J. Bowlen, Great Falls, 
is resident administrator of the MBA degree program. 
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